
















Happy 

• Vertically opening single bed unit. You can make differ

ent Multimo sets with modules like wardrobe and table as

shown in the photos. Price and size stated is only of bed

unit.

• Did you know that a bed highly disturbs the consantra

tion of especially primary school students on doing their

homeworks? Hapyy offers you to use your room as two

different rooms. When open, Happy makes it a bedroom,

and when closed, it leaves all area for studying or playing.

·The mattress, which has standard sizes that can be easily

found in the market places, also available in Multimo

stores.

Mattress size: Width 90cm , Length 190cm, 

Height 18cm. 

Studying unit has 100cm width, 208cm height and 

58cm depth. 

You can put any number of bed and studying unit 

side by side and have a very efficient solution for 

student campuses. 
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Model: 151

Suit Bed 

• Suit, an other solution with vertical opening hidden
double bed, bookcase/display, double door wardobe and
cabinets. The bed is hidden behind the sliding display
walls. When the bed is hidden, only display and bookcase
is visible.

• Would you ever think that a hidden double bed, a book
case/display, double door wardrobes and cabinets would
be combined in one single furniture? This is possible with
Sliding Suit. When your bed is hidden behind sliding book
case doors, your furniture only looks like a stylish shelves
which can be used as a bookcase or a decorative display.

·When you need your bed, you can slide the shelves side
ways and easily open your bed. You will have the full
sleeping and relaxing comfort of a bedroom.

118cm, 

Mattress sizes: Width 140cm , Length 200cm, 
Height 18cm. 

The concept of Sliding Suit provides a perfect solution for _ 
limited spaces. 















İkon Bunk 

• Stunning, durable, and versatile - 4 in 1 Multifunctional Bunk Bed

• Twin XL size roll-out day bed can be transformed into a sofa using an optional mattress cover set with an 8181 thick twin XL size mattress.

• Twin size pull-out trundle can be used as additional storage or an extra bed fitted with a 6181 twin size mattress.

• Open shelves on the back wall provide additional storage for books, toys, and other essentials.

• Roll away desk can be used to study, work, or entertain. it can be rolled away and moved if needed.

• Storage step ladder is included.
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